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INTRO

̶ Post-editing of MT: popular research topic

̶ This experiment:

̶ Pilot project only

̶ Medical translation, lay readership

̶ Focus on optimal workflow: PE & revision/review
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THE QUESTION

̶ Which is the better workflow?

̶ PE by translator + revision by doctor

or

̶ PE by doctor     + revision by translator 
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WHO PROMPTED THE QUESTION?

̶ The company ivs-iscientia

https://www.iscientia.com

Products:

Digital Library for Health

Point-of-care Guideline Platform

My Health Net

Evidence Linker

CMR: Comprehensive Medication Review

EBMeDS: Evidence-Based electronic Decision Support

Micromedex Clinical Knowledge
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TRANSLATION PROJECT

̶ NL > FR translation of a collection of patient-oriented 

medical guidelines
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(TRANSLATION PROJECT)

̶ Patient-oriented guidelines are themselves derived 

from technical guidelines ( DUODECIM / )
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POTENTIALLY RELEVANT RESEARCH

̶ O’Neill 1998:
“medically knowledgeable linguists” vs “linguistically knowledgeable medical 

professionals” as translators: 

➔ both do relatively well, a combination is best.

̶ Davies 1998:
medical professionals focus most on terminology, less on syntax and grammar.

̶ Jensen & Zethsen 2012:
also: patient-oriented

pharmacists vs translators: again few differences but research focussed on two very 

restricted pointers (nominalisations / neo-classical terms)
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CURRENT SITUATION

- Support from better MT

- Support from (online) termbases

➔both sides may profit

➔re-open the question

Caveats: - PE behaviour highly personal (Daems & Macken 2019)

- difficult to find translators with dual expertise: 

medical & PE.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

̶ 4 texts

̶ 2 translators, 2 doctors

̶ 2 workflows
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(EXPERIMENTAL SETUP)

̶ T1: native FR, raised bilingually FR+NL, translation 

experience but not medical

̶ T2: native FR, knowledge of NL, experience with medical 

trsl though not from NL

neither had extensive experience with PE

̶ D1: native FR, school NL

̶ D2: native FR, at ease with NL & EN
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(EXPERIMENTAL SETUP)

̶ MT using Google Translate

̶ PE by translators in SDL Studio (+ track changes)
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Pre-

translated by 

Google MT
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patient-friendly 

wording



(EXPERIMENTAL SETUP)

̶ PE by doctors:  Word table (+ track changes)

(& patient-friendly suggestions in excel-file)
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(EXPERIMENTAL SETUP)

̶ Revision (T as well as D):
Word table and track changes

From: V2-D1-B
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(EXPERIMENTAL SETUP)

Instructions given (T as well as D):

̶ Output should be 

‒ ready for publication

‒ understandable to a lay readership.

̶ Corrections required of content as well as form

‒ examples of typical mistakes to look out for in either 

category.
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ELEMENTS FOR ANALYSIS

̶ 4 MT translations were annotated by a researcher in consultation with a 

doctor ➔ master translation with least amount of necessary edits.

̶ TER (Translation Edit Rate) computed at each PE/revision stage: 

number of insertions, deletions, substitutions of single words, shifts of 

word sequences.

̶ Comparison with master translation: necessary changes –

underrevisions – overrevisions [i.e. new errors] – hyperrevisions

[unnecessary changes].
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ANALYSIS

1. The raw MT output was fairly satisfactory but varied per text

Segments without errors: 44% (text A), 44% (text B), 35% (text C), 26% (text D).

Reddish-brown = mistranslations 61% ➔

Blue: style & fluency errors 39% ➔
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(ANALYSIS)

MT error taxonomy from Tezcan, Hoste & Macken (2017)
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(ANALYSIS)
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2. Error rate in the 

two workflows 

is fairly similar

DT workflow: 

60 of original 202 

errors remain

TD workflow: 

72 of original 202 

errors remain



(ANALYSIS)

3.  TER scores: lower edit rates in DT workflow 

than in TD

DT: 127  (i.e. more ‘efficient’)

TD: 155

Explanation:

- doctors change less than translators do

- revisers change (much) less than post-editors do.
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(ANALYSIS)
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(ANALYSIS)
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(ANALYSIS)

4. Qualitative analysis showed that a number of serious 

errors remained - or were added

original: 

! hand-voet-mondziekte = hand, foot and mouth disease ≠ mond- en klauwzeer

= hoof-and-mouth disease (FR fièvre aphteuse)

corrected by D2:

undone by T1: 
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OTHER RELEVANT FINDINGS

1. Translators mistrust MT

(~ familiarity with PE!)
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(OTHER RELEVANT FINDINGS)

2. Interpersonal differences

- D2 edits (much) less than D1

- Who’s the best editor? Provisional ranking:
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% of errors 

solved

comment

T2 72 But also 18 overrevisions and many 

hyperrevisions (highest TER score)

D1 61 & relatively few over-/hyperrevisions

T1 61 But: 38 overrevisions!

D2 47 fewest changes overall, both positive and 

negative (lowest TER score)



(OTHER RELEVANT FINDINGS)

3. Translators fix more style & fluency errors than doctors; 

doctors solve more terminology errors than translators.
Conversely, when overrevising translators make more mistranslation errors, 

doctors more style & fluency errors.

(But: examples to the contrary were also spotted).
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(OTHER RELEVANT FINDINGS)

4. Instructions on patient-friendliness and formal 

correctness not always followed

- Example:

- Tags, double spaces, etc.: uncorrected errors / errors added.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. This experiment:

̶ DT workflow marginally better than TD workflow 

(number of errors solved & efficiency)

̶ Translators correct more errors but also introduce more 

unnecessary revisions & overrevisions

̶ Doctors spot more content-related errors, translators better at 

style & fluency (expected)
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CONCLUSIONS ctd.

2. Future

̶ TER method & splitting error types in 2 groups: works well.

̶ Individual differences → more test subjects needed (profile: 

medical & PE experience); more stringent instructions. 

̶ Assessing patient-friendliness: on the basis of restricted set 

of reference points.
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QUESTIONS?
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